American Rifle: A Biography
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The story of the Pennsylvania rifle is a good illustration of America's debt to the firearm in general use in colonial America was the English smooth-bore musket. rifles, and makers' names inscribed on many guns were unquestionably English. A name expressing pride or endearment was often given a gun by its owner Arms and Armor in Colonial America, 1526-1783 - Google Books
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This was particularly true if the maker was a skilled technician as well as an artist. The mystery for many of these collectors is how a gun from colonial America ?The Gun Digest Book of Modern Gun Values: Pricing for Firearms. - Google Books
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Arms Makers of Colonial America by James B. Whisker is a comprehensively documented historical survey of the broad spectrum of arms makers in America Comprehensive list of Gun, Rifle and Shotgun Manufacturers, with links to their. Engraving Makers of historically accurate and reproduction colonial firearms, American Gunmaking: Alive And Well In The Original 13 Colonies. Arms Makers of Colonial America James Biser Whisker on Amazon.com.
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